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STARTER

A2 STARTER MODULE A
GET STARTED  about me

UNIT 1 Routines and ability

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Present simple 
Present continuous
Adverbs of frequency  
Modal verb can
Degrees of ability 

Days of the week 
Months
Parts of the body
Health
Personality

Talking about the present 
Talking about skills and abilities

Real communication 
Describing people
Talking about mood, personality  
  and health

SKILLS 
Reading: a blog about a girl’s daily routine; an article about achievements in sport
Speaking: discussing appearance; talking about one’s health
Listening: a conversation about appearance
Writing: a description of the physical appearance and the clothing of a person 

UNIT 2 Things

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Countable and uncountable  
  nouns 
how much / how many
some / any
Comparative and superlative  
  adjectives

Rooms and furniture
Countries
Places in a town
Homes
Prepositions

Talking about quantity
Comparing things

Real communication 
Buying a ticket
Asking for and giving directions

SKILLS 
Reading: an article about weird buildings
Speaking: discussing weird places 
Listening: a conversation about a weird building
Writing: a description of a weird place
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STARTER

A2 STARTER MODULE B
GET STARTED  past experiences

UNIT 3 Past and problems

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Past simple 
Modal verbs to express  
  obligation

Clothes
Jobs
Shops
Electronic goods

Talking about the past
Talking about obligation

Real communication 
Asking for things in shops
Having a discussion

SKILLS 
Reading: a conversation about electronic gadgets
Speaking: buying a present in a gift shop
Listening: a conversation in a clothes shop
Writing: a shopping list 

UNIT 4 Future and experiences

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Present continuous for future
be going to
Present perfect with ever / never  
  and for / since

Transport
Entertainment
Food

Talking about the future
Talking about experiences
Writing short notes and  
  messages

Real communication 
Asking for ideas
Making suggestions
Inviting and answering
Eating out

SKILLS 
Reading: messages, notes, postcards, instructions
Speaking: discussing what to do at the weekend; ordering food in a restaurant
Listening: a conversation about what to do at the weekend; a conversation in a pizza restaurant
Writing: notes in a variety of situations
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PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK

B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 1 GOING AWAY
GET STARTED ‘weblife’ blogs

UNIT 1 Gap Year

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Past participles
Present perfect
Present perfect with for or since
Present perfect v past simple
been and gone
manage to
Present simple for fixed future  
  events 

Countries
Activities 

Word expander
do and keep

Talking about past experiences
Talking about fixed future events

Real communication
Summer camp applications 

Get into culture
Summer camps

SKILLS  
Reading: an article about activities and advice for a gap year
Speaking: interviewing a person about experiences during a gap year 
Listening: two people talking about their gap year experiences
Writing: an email relating gap year experiences 
Strategies: reading for information 
Pronunciation: /e@/ /I@/

Unit 2 New Lives

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Present perfect with just  
Present perfect with already
Present perfect with yet
still
Whose + possessive pronouns

Music
At the airport 

Word expander
so until

Talking about the present
Asking and talking about  
  possessions

Real communication
Travelling by plane

Get into culture
Tourism

SKILLS 
Reading: a brochure about visiting New York
Speaking: discussing choices of places to visit and agreeing an itinerary, reporting to the class
Listening: three tourists talking about their movements in New York
Writing: a 3-day guide to a major city in your country
Strategies: talking in groups
Pronunciation: /j/ /dZ/

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Writing: Trinity ISE I correspondence, factual writing, creative writing
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 3 a job interview
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PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK

B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 2 FACT OR FICTION
GET STARTED speculating about pictures

UNIT 3 Stories

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Past continuous v past simple
said / asked + direct speech
when / while

Transport and roads

Word expander
Strong adjectives

Talking about the past 

Real communication
Telling stories 

Get into culture
Route 66

SKILLS  
Reading: four strange stories
Speaking: telling stories prompted by visuals
Listening: understanding information about Banksy and Tate Britain
Writing: inventing stories 
Strategies: understanding visuals
Pronunciation: /OI/ /eI/ 

Unit 4 News

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Grammar
Modal verbs: present and past  
  possibility
Multi-word verbs
Object pronouns

Vocabulary
Feelings
Paintings

Word expander
Adverbs of degree

Functions
Expressing possibility

Real communication
Describing a picture

Get into culture
Stately Homes in the UK

SKILLS 
Reading: an interview with a young man about his possessions
Speaking: asking and answering about personal possessions 
Listening: a young person answering questions about her possessions 
Writing: preparing a class blog
Strategies: learning new words
Pronunciation: linking words

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Speaking: Trinity ISE I talking about a topic
Reading: PET Part 5 multiple-choice cloze
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 2 a radio programme
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B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 3 One World
GET STARTED How Green R u? questionnaire

UNIT 5 Future life

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

will (predictions and future  
  facts) 
be going to v present continuous  
  for future

Science fiction
Environmental problems

Word expander
Linking word so

Talking about the future

Real communication
Everyday situations
Communicating with will

Get into culture
The cost of being a teen

SKILLS  
Reading: an article about the work of an environmental organisation
Speaking: discussing pollution and rubbish problems in the local area
Listening: understanding a talk about how to help the environment 
Writing: designing a poster for an environmental campaign
Strategies: using a dictionary
Pronunciation: /&/ /A;/

Unit 6 Danger

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Zero conditional  
Conditional with imperatives
First conditional
when, as soon as, unless

Geographical features

Word expander
mind

Talking about conditions

Real communication
Digital talk
Making phone calls
Using email, message boards 
and chat rooms

Get into culture
Digital UK 

SKILLS 
Reading: an article about endangered tribes
Speaking: discussing the lifestyles of endangered tribes
Listening: a presentation about helping the environment
Writing: a report on how your classmates help the environment
Pronunciation: /l/ /@l/

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Reading: PET Part 3 scanning to find specific information
Writing: Trinity ISE I a report
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 2 a conversation about household chores

PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK
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B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 4 PEOPLE
GET STARTED horoscopes

UNIT 7 Society

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Reported speech (1): reporting 
  statements
Reporting present facts
Indefinite pronouns
each, every, each other
get used to / be used to doing

Signs of the zodiac
Household chores
Crime and criminals

Word expander
Verb + object + infinitive

Reporting what people say
Talking generally
Talking about habits

Real communication
Making requests and excuses

Get into culture
Teenagers and parents

SKILLS  
Reading: four short reports of crimes
Speaking: discussing personal experiences and common crimes in your country
Listening: a radio report about crimes and young criminals in the UK
Writing: a letter describing being the victim of a crime 
Strategies: vocabulary fields
Pronunciation: /g/ /k/

Unit 8 Family and friends

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Reported speech (2): reported  
  questions
Reporting verbs

Expressing feelings
Common expressions
Describing people

Word expander
like + to; nouns ending in -ship

Reporting what someone asked
Reporting purpose

Real communication
Talking about pet hates

Get into culture
Speed dating

SKILLS 
Reading: a survey about friendship
Speaking: discussing famous friends, activities with friends, the most important qualities in a 
friendship
Listening: three people describing their best friend’s physical appearance and character 
Writing: an essay describing a best friend
Strategies: improving your writing skills
Pronunciation: /D/ /T/

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Reading: PET Part 4 purpose, opinion and attitude
Listening: PET Part 4 opinion and attitude
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 4 a conversation between Pete and his mum

PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK
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B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 5 LIFESTYLE
GET STARTED thinking skills

UNIT 9 Work

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Second conditional 
wish + past simple / wish +  
  would
Defining relative clauses

Careers

Word expander
Word building: prefixes and 
suffixes

Talking about imagined  
  situations

Real communication
Having a job interview 

Get into culture
Part-time jobs

SKILLS  
Reading: an article about market research
Speaking: discussing what makes someone buy something
Listening: an interview with a young market researcher
Writing: a diary entry 
Strategies: using a dictionary (2)
Pronunciation: /A;/ /&/

Unit 10 Student life

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Third conditional
wish/should have/ought to have
Adverbials

Multi-word verbs

Word expander
Word building

Talking about regrets

Real communication
Dealing with difficult situations 

Get into culture
Saying sorry 

SKILLS 
Reading: an article about the human brain
Speaking: discussing the solution to a puzzle
Listening: understanding a memory test and a mathematical test 
Writing: writing a text from memory
Strategies: improving your memory and your study skills
Pronunciation: /s/ /S/

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Reading into Writing: Trinity ISE I summarising and rewriting 
Speaking: PET Part 2 giving opinions, discussing and negotiating
Writing: Trinity ISE I summarising and rewriting
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 2 a radio report

PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK
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B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 6 CHALLENGE
GET STARTED fluency games

UNIT 11 Exploration

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Present passive
Non-defining relative clauses

Camping

Word expander
Linking words 

Talking about processes

Real communication
Planning a camping trip

Get into culture
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award

SKILLS  
Reading: an article about geocaching
Speaking: discussing ideas for a time capsule
Listening: three people talking about experiences of geocaching 
Writing: a letter describing your present life to somebody in the future 
Strategies: acting as a chairperson and as a secretary in a group discussion
Pronunciation: comparing stress in verbs and their derivatives

Unit 12 Extreme sports

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Past simple passive
Present perfect passive
Past continuous passive
Future passive
have something done
Reflexive pronouns

Extreme sports 

Word expander
Multi-word verbs 

Describing past facts

Real communication
Organising other people to do  
  things
Working in a team

Get into culture
The pub quiz

SKILLS 
Reading: an article about a rally
Speaking: discussing opinions about a rally
Listening: matching dialogues about a rally to blog entries
Writing: short diary entries about a car journey
Strategies: understanding non-verbal information
Pronunciation: linking

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Writing: PET Part 1 manipulating structure
Listening: PET Part 2 general meaning and details
Listening (LINKS): PET Part 4 a news report

PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK
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B1 Pre-Intermediate MODULE 7 CULTURE
GET STARTED   find someone who...

UNIT 13 Entertainment

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Present perfect continuous
Present perfect continuous v 
present perfect simple
used to / didn’t use to / would 

Films

Word expander
Adjectives - antonyms

Talking about the recent past
Talking about past habits

Real communication
Talking about films

Get into culture
The BAFTA awards

SKILLS  
Reading: understanding film reviews and plots
Speaking: talking about your favourite film 
Listening: six extracts from different genres of films 
Writing: a film review
Strategies: listening to tone of voice, sound effects, background music as clues to understanding 
Pronunciation: /S/ /tS/

Unit 14 Life and times

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY FUNCTIONS

Past perfect
Past perfect and past simple 
Tenses review

Book genres
Book reviews

Word expander
Linking words 

Talking about the past

Real communication
Talking about books

Get into culture
World Book Day

SKILLS 
Reading: an article about a musician who was also a painter
Speaking: discussing concerts
Listening: talking about going to concerts 
Writing: a review of a concert 
Strategies: presenting your written work
Pronunciation: /h/ /f/ /v/

GET READY FOR EXAMS

Reading into Writing: Trinity ISE I summarising and rewriting 
Speaking: PET Parts 3 & 4 describing a picture
Listening (LINKS):  PET Part 4 a film review

PRE-INTERMEDIATE STUDENT’S BOOK


